INTERNATIONAL DAIRY FARMS

ALOUETTE, CHAVRIE AND FRENCH CHEESE PRESENTATION
Alouette Retail Products delivers authentic specialty dairy products for superb quality and taste from our ever popular Smithfield® Cream Cheese to our full line of Alouette products.

We use only the freshest ingredients and employ the highest standards of craftsmanship to deliver products that meet and exceed the expectations.

Our products are made exclusively with high quality fresh milk and cream collected from Amish family-owned farms using traditional cheese making methods.
GARLIC & HERBS
Creamy cheese with fresh Garlic flavor with subtle peppery notes.
Item #: 30277  Pack/Size: 12/6.5 oz.

SPINACH AND ARTICHOKE
Leafy green spinach and tender artichokes combine with all natural milk and cream.
Item #: 33406  Pack/Size: 6/6.5 oz.

REDUCED FAT GARLIC AND HERBS
Alouette® Garlic & Herbs, but made with all natural skim milk for a fraction of the calories.
Item #: 33405  Pack/Size: 6/6.5 oz.

SMOKEY JALAPENO
We take the flavor and heat of with cilantro, onion and grilled charcoal notes.
Item #: 33403  Pack/Size: 6/6.5 oz.

TOASTED EVERYTHING
Bring your favorite bagel to life with a blend of onion, garlic, poppy seed, and sea salt!
Item #: 33829  Pack/Size: 6/6.5 oz.

GRILLED TOMATO
Enjoy the sweet tang of grilled tomatoes in creamy cheese.
Item #: 34458  Pack/Size: 6/6.5 oz.

PARMESAN & BASIL
The perfect blend of Parmesan and Basil makes an amazing combination.
Item #: 34859  Pack/Size: 6/6.5 oz.
SHARP CHEDDAR - SPREADABLE CHEDDAR
Experience the rich and distinct flavor you expect from sharp cheddar, now with all the versatility of a soft spreadable cheese.
Item #: 33414  Pack/Size: 6/6 oz.

RANCH CHEDDAR - SPREADABLE CHEDDAR
Add eye-opening flavor to all your snacks with the tangy combination of ranch and cheddar.
Item #: 34322  Pack/Size: 6/6 oz.
BABY BRIE:
America’s creamiest award winning brie. Its rich, creamy texture and buttery taste have been honored as award winning since 2006 by independent professional chefs.

PETITE BABY BRIE:
Item #:30143 Pack/Size: 6/8 oz.

DOROTHY’S COMEBACK COW
Nestled in the shape of freshly sprung flowers— this bloomy rind cheese is tinged orange with age. It’s made from cow’s milk with rustic, fragrant notes in every bite.
Item #:35031 Pack/Size: 7/7 oz.

DOROTHY’S KEEP DREAMING
Made in the traditional French mesophilic cultured method, Keep Dreaming is, like Comeback Cow, a complex mix of “raw-milk-style” cultures. The cheese is salted and then subsequently dipped in vegetable ash, to give it its “blackish underlay”. As it ages, the mold overlay the ash to give a unique “white over black” color.
Item #:35030 Pack/Size: 7/7 oz.

CRÈME DE BRIE
Creamy, delicious Brie, meticulously blended without the rind for an ultra-creamy taste that’s rich and spreadable.
Item #:33253 Pack/Size: 6/5 oz.

GARLIC & HERB CRÈME DE BRIE
Meticulously crafted, ultra-creamy Brie blended without the rind, with flavorful parsley, chives, garlic and green peppercorns.
Item #:33254 Pack/Size: 6/5 oz.

PEPPERCORN CRÈME DE BRIE
Item #:33699 Pack/Size: 6/5 oz.

DELICE DE FRANCE
This soft and creamy Camembert has a beautiful white rind and a pale ivory interior.
Item #:30124 Pack/Size: 2/4.4 lb.
CRUMBLED CHEESE

GREAT ON SALADS, PIZZAS & PASTAS

Nothing adds flavor faster than gluten free Alouette Crumbled Cheese. Their patent-pending, re-sealable shaker-top containers make it easy to add just the right amount!

GOAT CHEESE
All natural and made with only with the freshest goat's milk, Alouette® Goat Cheese Crumbles have only 80 calories per mild, creamy serving.
Item #: 30011 Pack/Size: 6/6 oz.

BLUE CHEESE
Naturally tangy with distinctive coloring, our blue cheese is aged to perfection to bring out a sharp, distinctive flavor.
Item #: 30005 Pack/Size: 6/6 oz.

GORGONZOLA CHEESE
Naturally delicious and aged over 90 days to create its signature flavor.
Item #: 30008 Pack/Size: 6/6 oz.

FETA CHEESE
Turn any salad into an instant classic with these creamy and salty crumbles.
Item #: 30040 Pack/Size: 6/6 oz.
Not Processed
No artificial flavors
No artificial colors
No preservatives

Available in 4 incredible flavors

Garlic and Herbs
Item #: 33916

Parmesan & Basil
33919

Cucumber & Dill
Item #: 33917
CLASSIC CHAVRIE PYRAMID
Purely spreadable, ultra smooth goat cheese.
Item #: 33249 Pack/Size: 6/5.3 oz.

ORIGINAL CHAVRIE LOG
Original goat cheese log - it's pure goat at its finest, no matter how it's sliced or crumbled.

CHAVRIE WITH SUNDRIED TOMATO & GARLIC LOG
Goat milk goodness coated with sundried tomatoes, savory garlic and parsley.

CHAVRIE CUCUMBER & CHIVE LOG

CHAVRIE GARLIC & HERBS LOG

CHAVRIE THYME & LEMON LOG
Enjoy a pure goat milk goodness coated with thyme and Zesty Lemon.

CHAVRIE CRANBERRIES & ORANGE PEEL LOG
Fresh goat cheese coated with cranberries and candied orange peel for a moment of pure happiness.

TOASTED EVERYTHING CHEESE LOG
Bring your favorite bagel to life with our taste awakening blend of onion, garlic, poppy seed, and sea salt!
SMITHFIELD® CREAM CHEESE
Consistently high quality begins with the freshest is made from 100% Grade A milk and cream from family-owned farms. Smithfield® Cream Cheese is made using a traditional Amish Pennsylvania Dutch county recipe.

A real kitchen workhorse - great in cheesecakes, frostings, dips, sauces, entrees, and more. This adaptable cheese can be used in recipes in every department and in a wide variety of ethnic dishes.

CRÈME FRAICHE
Add a dash of delicate flavor and rich, velvety texture to your favorite sweet or savory foods.
Item #: 30086 Pack/Size: 12/7 oz.

ELLE & VIRE FRENCH DRY PASTRY BUTTER – 1 KG SHEET
Made from carefully selected creams, Elle & Vire Professional Extra Dry Butter (84% fat) lends a delicious, buttery flavor to your puff pastry. Its high melting point makes it extremely heat resistant.
Item #: 26732301 Pack/Size: 10/2.2 lb.

SMITHFIELD® CREAM CHEESE
Consistently high quality begins with the freshest is made from 100% Grade A milk and cream from family-owned farms. Smithfield® Cream Cheese is made using a traditional Amish Pennsylvania Dutch county recipe.

A real kitchen workhorse - great in cheesecakes, frostings, dips, sauces, entrees, and more. This adaptable cheese can be used in recipes in every department and in a wide variety of ethnic dishes.

Smithfield Neufchatel Block
Item #: 30224 Pack/Size: 1/30 lb.

Smithfield Neufchatel Loaf
Item #: 30238 Pack/Size: 10/3 lb.

Smithfield Regular Block
Item #: 30209 Pack/Size: 1/30 lb.

Smithfield Regular Loaf
Item #: 30193 Pack/Size: 10/3 lb.

Smithfield Neufchatel bars 36/8 oz.
SAINT ANDRE “THE HEAVENLY CHEESE”
Made in coastal Normandie: The ocean air blowing thru the pastures gives St. Andre a unique salty tang. It’s unique cake-like shape, pristine downy rind and a center that is as rich as pure butter makes this triple cream America’s best seller.
Item #: 27363403  Pack/Size: Wheel 1/4.5 lb.
Item #: 27363203  Pack/Size: Mini Drums 6/7 oz.

REVEREND LE REVIDOUX
This classic French cheese that barely needs an introduction especially when Révérend is one of most famous Brie producers in France. Made the old fashioned way with 60% fat content cream, this cheese is loved for its ripe flavors and velvety texture.
Item #: 27363703  Pack/Size: Wheel 3/2.64 lb.
ILE DE FRANCE BRIE "A LA CRÈME DU JOUR"

A rich flavor bloom, full mode to end with hazelnut and light mushroom aftertaste. Using a rBST-free milk supply, the cream is freshly extracted from the milk and added to the cheese making the very same day for a richer flavor.

Item #: 27344203 Pack/Size: Wheel 1/6.6 lb. 3 Kg.
Item #: 32021101 Pack/Size: Wheel 2/2.2 lb. 1 Kg.
Item #: 34410 Pack/Size: RWC 12/8.8 oz.
Item #: 27333101 Pack/Size: Mini Wheel 6/8 oz.

Item #: 10175601 Pack/Size: Extended Freshness Wheel 12/4.5 oz.
Item #: 200200 Pack/Size: Brie Bites Retail Bags 12/4.4 oz.
Item #: 10202202 Pack/Size: Brie Bites-Bulk 60/0.9 oz.
Item #: 29983201 Pack/Size: Creamy Brie Slices 6/12.3 oz.
CAMEMBERT

DELICE DE FRANCE GRAND CAMEMBERT
A grand Camembert with a rich, buttery flavor made from pasteurized cow's milk. As the cheese matures it forms a smooth, runny interior, a beautiful white rind and a pale ivory interior.
Item #: 30124  Pack/Size: Oval 2/4.4 lb.

ILE DE FRANCE CAMEMBERT FROM NORMANDY
Earthy, full flavored and creamy fromage that features mushroom and nutty overtones and is made with traditional methods and only rBST-free, pasteurized milk from cows that graze in the Normandy region's lush green pastures.
Item #: 2733001  Pack/Size: Wheel 6/8 oz.

LE RUSTIQUE CAMEMBERT
Aromatic with mushrooms and nuts undertones. With an artisan-looking ivory rind and the gingham cloth in the box is part of its signature and is reminiscent of a French Bistro.
Item #: 27330303  Pack/Size: Wood Box 12/8.8 oz.

LE SUPREME
Made in the French region of Burgundy, the addition of fresh cream in the lengthy production process gives Suprême a unique flavor and a mild nutty aftertaste.
Item #: 10069404  Pack/Size: Oval 2/4.4 lb.
**ST. ALBRAY**
Saint Albray is a hearty and flavorful cheese produced in the snow-capped Pyrenees mountain chain in France. A flower-like shape and a distinctive rind add to Saint Albray's uniqueness. Its aroma may be strong, but its flavor is rich and creamy.
Item #: 10033106 Pack/Size: Clover-Shape Wheel 2/4.4 lb.

**CHAUMES VERITABLE**
The southwest of France is the birthplace of Chaumes unique recipe. Chaumes incorporates the perfect combination of a rich, golden, and creamy paste with an intense nutty flavor.
Item #: 10000401 Pack/Size: Wheel 2/4.25 lb.

**MAISON BOURSault LE PIE D’ANGLOYS DE BOURGOGNE**
Supple, soft and medium mild with a lightly salty flavor. The French are so enthusiastic about this sinfully rich and creamy cheese that they voted it "Cheese of the Year".
Item #: 28661005 Pack/Size: Wheel 12/7 oz.
ILE DE FRANCE

Ile de France Chèvre is an all natural fresh goat cheese that is made from the milk of grass-fed goats.

Crafted at the foot of the French Alps, this area is temperate enough to allow our goats to graze outside most of the year, or feed from the hay collected during summer months. This outstanding milk lands to our Chèvre richer flavor.

**LA PETITE BUCHE DE CHEVRE, PLAIN**
Item #: 200300  Pack/Size: Mini Log 12/4 oz.

**LA PETITE BUCHE DE CHEVRE, GARLIC & HERB**
Item #: 200301  Pack/Size: Mini Log 12/4 oz.

**LA BUCHETTE DE CHEVRE, PLAIN**
Item #: 200304  Pack/Size: Log 6/10.5 oz.
BLUE CHEESE FAMILY

SAINT AGUR - Aluminum Foil
St Agur is an handmade artisan blue-veined cow’s milk cheese from the Auvergne region of France. This double cream cheese has a rich, smooth and creamy texture, balancing its true Blue character.
Item #: 200328 Pack/Size: Octagonal Wheel 2/5 lb.
Item #: 34241 Pack/Size: EW Wedge in Tray 7/5 oz.

SAINT AGUR CRÈME DE ST AGUR SPREAD
A wonderful spreadable blue cheese with real St. Agur blue cheese crumbles. La Crème de St Agur received the 2010 Silver Medal at the Agricultural Concours of Paris.
Item #: 10039710 Pack/Size: Cup 8/5.28 oz.

UNCOOKED PRESSED CHEESE FAMILY

ETORKI – BASQUE CHEESE
Made with the finest quality sheep’s milk, It has an amber rind an ivory-colored paste and a silky smooth texture with a nutty, almost burnt caramel taste.
Item #: 10059207 Pack/Size: Wheel 2/10 lb.
Item #: 34414 Pack/Size: EWC 6/7.7 oz.
International Dairy Farms is an importer, manufacturer, distributor and exporter of dairy products. We offer the best in gourmet, commodity and cream cheeses, egg products, deli and dry meats, olives and gourmet items.

Based in Miami, we have been operating for more than 25 years in the markets of Mexico, Central and South America, the Caribbean, Bermuda and Southeast USA.